Lexical and semantic priming deficits in patients with Alzheimer's disease.
Two experiments utilizing priming procedures examined the status of semantic memory in demented and amnesic patients. In the first investigation, lexical priming was assessed in patients with dementia of the Alzheimer type (DAT), Huntington's Disease (HD), alcoholic Korsakoff's syndrome (KS), and in intact control subjects. Subjects were first exposed to a list of words in a rating task and then required to complete three-letter stems with the "first word that comes to mind". Half of the stems could be completed with the previously presented words and the other half were used to assess baseline guessing rates. Recall and recognition of incidentally exposed words was also assessed. Although all three patient groups were impaired on tests of recall and recognition, only the DAT patients exhibited a priming deficit on the stem-completion task. In the second experiment, DAT, HD, and intact control subjects were administered a semantic priming test which required the subject to "free associate" to the first words of previously presented semantically associated word pairs. The results for this association task showed that DAT patients were significantly less likely to produce the second word of the semantically related pair than were the other subject groups. The results of these two experiments suggest that the memory capacities of DAT patients are characterized by a breakdown in the structure of semantic memory and that this impairment is evident on some "automatic" as well as "effortful" processing tasks.